We give various internal descriptions of the category !-Cpo of !-complete posets and !-continuous functions in the model H of Synthetic Domain Theory introduced in 8]. It follows that the !-cpos lie between the two extreme synthetic notions of domain given by repleteness and well-completeness.
Introduction
Synthetic Domain Theory aims at giving a few simple axioms to be added to an intuitionistic set theory in order to obtain domain-like sets. The idea at the core of this study was proposed by Dana Scott in the late 70's: domains should be certain \sets" in a mathematical universe where domain theory would be available. In particular, domains would come with intrinsic notions of approximation and passage to the limit with respect to which all functions will be continuous. Various suggestions for the notion of domain (typically within a set-theoretic universe given by an elementary topos with natural numbers object 17]) appeared in the literature, e.g. in 11, 26, 10, 23, 20, 16] . All these notions support the constructions needed in denotational semantics, e.g. sums, products, exponentials, lifting, xed-point operators and, in the studied models, also the solution of recursive domain equations.
In 8], the authors introduced two Grothendieck toposes, H and H 2 , and studied them as models of SDT. Each model respectively embeds the following standard categories of domains: the category !-Cpo of !-complete posets and !-continuous functions, and the category of !-complete posets with !-continuous pullbacks (= !-continuous bounded binary meets) and !-stable (= !-continuous and pullback preserving) functions.
In each topos it was possible to check that the replete objects 11, 26] were included among the embedded domains; thus showing that the synthetic theory encompasses some of the traditional models used in denotational semantics. In this paper we characterize the embedding of !-Cpo in the model H, and use it to analyze the notions of repleteness and well-completeness which are two extreme synthetic notions of domain respectively suggested in 11, 26] and 15, 16] .
The paper is organized as follows. First, we recall some category-theoretic background material and some internal notions in a topos. Then, we recall some facts of Synthetic Domain Theory, and the presentations of the topos H. Finally, we give various internal characterizations of the embedding !-Cpo / / H and compare it with the full subcategories of the replete objects and of the well-complete ones.
Basic concepts
Lifting monad. A monad (L; ; ) internalizing possibly non-terminating computations is usually called lifting and it is axiomatized by requiring that the unit classi es (certain) partial maps that are closed under composition; see e.g. 21, 4] . Precisely, in a category with terminal object 1, the conditions are that the naturality diagrams for the unit are pullbacks (i.e. the natural transformation is cartesian) Examples of lifting monads on a topos are: the monad classifying total maps (i.e. the identity monad), the monad classifying partial maps de ned on a decidable subobject (i.e. the monad on (?) + 1), and the monad classifying all partial maps (see e.g. 14] ).
An example that will illustrate at an elementary level what will follow is given by an extension of the lifting monad (?) ? on posets |that classi es partial maps de ned on upper-closed subsets| to simplicial sets. Let Pos be the category of posets and monotone functions, and let be the category of monotone functions between the nite non-empty ordinals n ( The natural transformation A : A / / LA which, at the ordinal n, injects A(n) into (LA)(n) classi es partial maps de ned on admissible subobjects and yields the lifting monad on b .
Orthogonality. A A. We say that A is -separated whenever A d : A / / A 2 is a mono; that is, roughly speaking, when A is the path relation P A on A. For example, in the topos of simplicial sets, n is (isomorphic to the image under the Yoneda embedding of) the ordinal n + 1; and, for a poset P, the path relation on the simplicial set Y(P) is (isomorphic to) Y(P ) = Y(P) , showing that Y(P) is -separated.
Note that -separation is an orthogonality condition: an object is -separated if and only if it is internally orthogonal to the unique mediating map s in Consider the following notion, used implicitly in 5, 6] : an object is path-transitive when it is internally orthogonal to the unique mediating map t in
Examples of path-transitive objects are the simplicial sets Y(P), for every poset P. The name \path-transitive" is justi ed by the fact that, if an object is path-transitive, then the path relation on it is transitive. We remark that the converse need not hold. Indeed, in the topos of simplicial sets, the subobject A 2 de ned by A(n) def = f f 2 (n; 3) j # im(f) 2 g has a transitive path relation P A A A, given by P A (n) = f (f; g) 2 A(n) A(n) j f g: n / / 3 g ; but it is not path-transitive.
As follows from the proposition below, in all examples of interest _ is not path-transitive. Proposition 1.2 The following are equivalent.
(i) _ is path-transitive.
(ii Given a topology j, the internal de nition of the j-closure m: R / / / / A of m: R / / / / A is given in terms of the classifying maps into : if : A / / classi es m, then j : A / / classi es m. A mono is j-closed if it is (isomorphic to) its j-closure. Once the notion of closure is available, one can introduce the notion of density: a mono is j-dense if its j-closure is (isomorphic to) the identity. And j-sheaves are those objects which are orthogonal to all j-dense monos. Also an object A is said to be j-separated if, for every j-dense mono D / / / / C and every map D / / A, there exists at most one map D / / A such that (D / / / / C / / A) = (D / / A). Equivalently, j-separated objects are those A for which the diagonal mono A / / / / A A is j-closed.
We present some basic properties about the above notions, cf. 14, 17], which we shall then instantiate to the ::-topology. We write a j for the associated j-sheaf functor, and for the unit of the re ection determined by it. (ii) Let C be equipped with a Grothendieck topology J such that the functor b C (1; ?): C / / Set maps covers in J to epimorphic families in Set. Then, factors through the embedding sh(C ; J) / / b C yielding a geometric morphism a : Set / / sh(C ; J).
In both cases, the geometric morphism is an inclusion. Moreover, it is (equivalent to) the inclusion of ::-sheaves if and only if preserves the initial object.
In terms of the site C , the property that preserves the initial object in Proposition 1.4 reads as follows:
(i) for the case a : Set / / b C , it means that 1 is weakly initial in C , and
(ii) for the case a : Set / / sh(C ; J), it means that 1 is weakly initial in the full subcategory of those objects of C which are not covered by the empty family.
Thus, in the cases of Proposition 1.4, we have an explicit description of the associated sheaf functor with respect to the double-negation topology (viz. as ). The unit of the re ection a 
Notions of domain in SDT
A model of Synthetic Domain Theory is an elementary topos with a natural numbers object equipped with a chosen object , whose rôle is to determine the \computational properties" of other objects in the topos, and with a lifting monad (L; ; ) which provides the notion of \com-putation". In all the studied models, the computational properties are the possible computations at the terminal object; i.e. = L1. Henceforth we will restrict attention to this situation.
The intuition is that the ambient topos embodies some internal computational universe and, as a consequence, all functions between domain-like objects are intrinsically continuous. In the literature there are at least four related suggestions for selecting the objects in the topos which are to be thought of as domains, see 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 22, 23, 26] . They all concentrate on abstracting peculiar properties of : they range from asking as many as possible (repleteness) to as few as acceptable (well-completeness). In all the various cases, it is guaranteed that the chosen domains are closed under the action of the monad of computations. We refer the reader to the literature cited above and to 24] for more on the subject of SDT. Here we recall some of the basic de nitions and the facts we need in the paper.
The underlying functor L of a lifting monad always has an initial algebra and a nal coalgebra 11, 13] I is an iso . We shall refer to a topos with a lifting monad in which the completeness axiom holds as a model of SDT. In models of SDT, various intrinsic notions of \domain" are available; we review three of them below.
Completeness and well-completeness. Recall from 15, 16] that an object A is complete if it is internally orthogonal to c: I / / F; it is well-complete if LA is complete. As in a model of SDT the terminal object is well-complete, we have the following proposition, cf. 16, 7] . Repleteness. The de nition of repleteness ts into a general scheme to produce re ective sub- D is an iso. Roughly speaking, the replete objects are those objects which are completely recoverable from their -de nable properties.
Replete objects are closed under lifting (see 11]) and hence, by the completeness axiom, are well-complete. There is a wide collection of sites of de nition for H. Cpos. As the monoid L is a dense generator in !-Cpo, we have a \Yoneda embedding" 
Final L-coalgebra and initial L-algebra. The cone ! .
is limiting in !-Cpo, and hence also in H. Thus 
L! is a nal L-coalgebra. We remark that the nal L-coalgebra can be described as a retract of N It follows that the canonical map c: I / / ! is the unique mediating morphism from the colimit of (3) to the cone hL n 0 / / L n 1i n . / / ! given by the diagram
Completeness and well-completeness. (ii 
4 Internal characterizations of !-Cpo
We show that the embedding Y: !-Cpo / / D is an equivalence of categories.
Let A be a sheaf in D. Henceforth we will consider sheaves de ned on the splitting S(F) (because, for instance, it will be useful to compute the values of A at objects of the form m n ). Since, by Lemma 3.7, A is ::-separated, the natural family (2) A ( (1), is injective. We proceed to characterize the images of these monos for C = ! n .
As A is -separated, we have that A is the path relation P A on A. The path relation is always re exive, and it is transitive because A is path-transitive. Since A is complete it follows that, for n 2 N, the following cone A(! n )
is limiting in Set (cf. 8] (Constant) By (7), one has 
for all n 2 !. For n < 1, (8) holds trivially; thus, consider the case n = 1: Thanks to the universal characterization of the category of replete objects as the smallest re ective exponential ideal containing (see 11, 12] ), we know that Rep(H) ' Rep(!-Cpo). Thus, for the topos H the internal notion of repleteness determines a good class of \standard" domains. All constructions on !-cpos used in denotational semantics actually take place within the replete objects, see 24]. It is not known whether the notion of repleteness in H (or equivalently in !-Cpo) coincides with some existent notion of domain: we only know that there are non-replete !-cpos because of an example worked out by Michael Makkai and the second author 18].
The inclusion !-Cpo / / WC(H) is strict, as it is easy to imagine examples of complete objects which are not path-transitive and/or -separated. For instance consider the following.
(1) The subsheaf of 2 with underlying set f f 2 !-Cpo(!; 3) j im(f) fi; i + 1g for some 0 i 1 g is complete and -separated but it is not path-transitive (neither does it has a transitive path relation).
(2) The sheaf with underlying set given by !-continuous graph homomorphisms from ! to the graph 1 0 H H V V E E , with action given by precomposition, is complete and path-transitive but it is not -separated. ( 3) The sum of the sheaves in (1) and (2) above yields a complete object which is neither path-transitive nor -separated.
Our characterizations of !-Cpo in H (Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, and Corollary 4.6) shed light on the subtle di erences between notions of domains in purely logical terms. The notions of repleteness and well-completeness mark two extremes: the latter is just the bare essential in order to get the internal logic working to yield the basic results about xed-points, the former imposes the further requirement that all the properties of true in the universe hold for a domain. Theorem 4.4 shows that in H, besides completeness, the only two extra properties of required to characterize !-cpos are path-transitivity and -separation. Our results establish a direct link between traditional methods in denotational semantics and the synthetic approach. It is important to note that the synthetic approach suggests di erent kinds of categories of domains. In the case of repleteness, it suggest a di erent (probably new), intrinsic notion of a good category of !-cpos; in the case of well-completeness, it presents a natural extension of the traditional interpretation of xed-point operators by lubs of !-chains.
